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Who’s the Real Monster?!!
Is it a creature? A mad doctor? A slave owner? A general?  !
In Confederate Monster, it’s all of the above. This original new series explores the origins of  
the famous assistant to Dr. Victor Frankenstein, Igor, and his involvement in a plot to raise an 
un-dead Confederate Army. !
This eight issue mini series marks a new chapter in the classic tale of Frankenstein, connecting 
it to a very socially charged and uniquely American conflict. The story explores the many forms 
that humanity can become consumed by monstrous pursuits. From the desire to play God, to a 
belief in slavery, the story combines complex psychological compulsions in an exciting and 
adventurous horror story! !
Because it includes well known characters, the audience recognition and interest should start 
off very strong and continue as more tent poles of the Frankenstein mythos are revealed. I 
believe there has never been a true origins story for the Igor character, and certainly none that 
tackle the transformation of his classic ugly appearance into a handsome, high-class doctor. 
The issue of body transformation and shaming is also a big part of this series, and add another 
emotional and topical selling point for fans.  !
I pride myself in being a professional in every aspect of my work and that is the primary reason 
I seek to work with Action Labs. Your daring, ethical and, above all, professional approach to 
the creator-owned industry is what interests me the most. I believe I have the talent, the work 
ethic, and the drive to develop not just this story, but many more stories to come. !
Just wait, I’ve got another story coming your way soon! !
Thank you so much for your time!!
Dave
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Confederate Monster - Series Overview!!
In Issue #1, we are introduced to Dr. Daniel Schmidt, arriving in Virginia with his new bride during the end of 
the American Civil War. Time moves quickly as he establishes his Medical Practice, working on injured and 
mutilated soldiers. We move to the young couple attending parties and rubbing elbows with the 
Confederate Elite. While they do not buy into the barbaric values of the Elite, they do feel compelled to 
blend in. The issue ends with the Schmidt’s Halloween party, where some are suspicious of the doctor. His 
wife is suddenly kidnapped, and a few hours later a small package arrives containing the severed ring 
finger of his wife! !
In Issue #2, we begin with a distraught Daniel being asked questions by the Police. After no resolution, 
Daniel waits in silence until later that night another note arrives with instructions to meet. Daniel meets with 
the Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest to discuss his past as the assistant to the now infamous 
Doctor Victor Frankenstein. He wants Daniel to re-create the reanimation process to resurrect his army. It 
ends with the revelation that his wife is now cut up and frozen in blocks of ice! She will become his first test 
subject and serve as continued motivation to complete the experiment. !
In Issue #3, an unhinged Daniel works feverishly to recreate the reanimation process on a rat. Weeks go by 
with little to no success. Daniel meets with General Forrest to discuss traveling to Germany to speak with 
Victor. He hopes to discover the secret to his success. General Forest reveals they already brought the mad 
doctor to America, who, over the years, has become completely insane. !
In Issue #4, we open on a flashback of Daniel meeting Dr. Frankenstein for the first time. Daniel narrates the 
scene. We return to the present as Daniel is trying to make sense of what Victor is mumbling. After another 
flashback of the two men working on the original Monster, Daniel discovers the key to unlocking Victor’s 
mind. Victor recalls the plan to use a hypnotic trick to lock his mind away so it could not be used for evil. 
Daniel explains his dilemma and Victor teases the reveal of the secret to his reanimation process. !
In Issue #5, Victor explains his travels around the world and the discovery of DMT as we see Daniel 
purchasing some from a local medicine woman. Daniel goes to work rebuilding his wife. After weeks of 
preparation he is successful, but, just like the original monster, she is mad with rage! Daniel and Victor 
recall the ‘Night of Havoc’ and Victor’s plan to escape to America if their experiment went wrong.  !
In Issue #6, the full production of the Confederate Undead Army is underway. Victor and Daniel put a plan 
to escape into action, using some DMT to drug their captors. They flee with Daniel’s wife to his office. They 
are attacked by a half dozen Confederate Soldiers, but are saved by a large man revealed to be the original 
Frankenstein Monster! !
In Issue #7, we begin with a flashbacks of the Monster as he roamed from farm to farm, slowly evolving his 
brain by eating wild Psilocybin Mushrooms. Keeping a watch on his creator to make sure he never repeats 
the experiment. The group plans to travel to Washington D.C., to warn President Lincoln and the Union 
Army. The Confederate Undead Army is rampaging over the union, headed for the White House. While 
Victor describes the dangers of using synthetic DMT, we witness the reanimation of General Stonewall 
Jackson! !
In Issue #8, the final issue, begins with a flashback of the first time Daniel met his wife. Victor works with her 
to regain her memories on the ride to the Washington. Victor reveals that holy artifacts are the only weapons 
that can stop the undead army. An epic fight between the armies ensues. The Monster battles with 
Stonewall Jackson, who reveals to him that he is in fact the biological son of Victor Frankenstein! We 
flashback to many years ago, as Victor makes one of several visits to his estranged son, during which he 
doses him with a special cocktail of growth hormones and ancient medicines. Eventually, Victor decided to 
have him framed for murder, and killed, to serve as the perfect test subject. They defeat General Jackson 
and his undead army. The Monster confronts Victor about their true relationship. Victor tries to explain he 
did it as the ultimate gift to his son - to give him everlasting life! The Monster doesn’t forgive him, but instead 
of killing him he will keep him close and alive to suffer along side his creation until his death. Daniel leaves 
with his un-dead bride to serve as special consultants to the government in matters of national security that 
are deemed UX, or unexplained


